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18 SUPPLEMENTARy NOTES A numerical solution procedure for ducted, recirculating flows has been developed and applied to predict both turbulent pipe flow and ducted, coaxial jet mixing with recirculation.
The solution procedure is based on a decay-function, finite-difference formulation applied to a system of governing equations based on stream functions and vorticity.
The vorticity governing equation is complete in that no source terms have been deleted or neglected in its 20.
ABSTRACT 
INTRODUCTION
Subsonic, turbulent, recirculating flow fields exist in ducts where sudden expansions or contractions occur, behind protuberances such as cooling fins and vortex generators, in the diverging sections of wide angled diffusers, within combustors and cavities, and, to some extent, in plenum chambers and test cells of propulsion engine test facilities. Development of the capability to compute this class of flows will greatly enhance the understanding of and design capability for recirculating flow configurations. An important example of this class of flows occurs in the sudden expansion or dump combustors that are used in aircraft and missile propulsion systems. A typical flow configuration is shown in Fig. 1 which illustrates a recirculating flow created by coakial, two-stream jet mixing. The operation of such combustors depends on the stable, complete burning that occurs in the recirculation zones and eddies that are created by the aerodynamic forces induced by turbulent mixing. Hence, it is important that the flow fields within such combustors be calculated so that efficient, clean operation can be obtained.
Unfortunately, recirculating flows are mathematically described by a coupled set of non-linear or quasi-linear elliptic partial differential equations. The set can contain either the full Navier-Stokes equations, or, can be based on a pair of equations describing the distribution of stream function and vorticity. Solution methods for such equations have been developed during the last two decades based on finite difference techniques. However, few, if any, accurate solutions of the flow field shown in Fig. 1 have been calculated for two primary reasons. First, solution techniques for elliptic flows must be based on iterative procedures. As a result, the calculatiohs must be made with rather crude finite difference meshes to keep the calculation times and computer storage requirements within practical limits. Second, turbulent viscosity models for such flows were not formulated until recently and still remain a topic of research. Other, code-specific problems have been encountered. For example, Schulz (Refs. 1 and 2) using the elliptic recirculating flow solution method provided by Gosman, et al. (Ref. 3), found that predictions of recirculating combustor flows of acceptable appearance could only be obtained after extensive trial and error manipulation of three of the principal variables of the solution procedure: the finite difference mesh configuration used to represent the combustor geometry, the boundary condition for vorticity at the lip of the fuel or oxidizer nozzle, and the constants in the turbulent viscosity model. Three recirculating flows of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 were calculated, and each required a somewhat different combination of the three factors for the best results. Another significant but unresolved problem identified in the studies reported in Refs. 1 and 2 was that the governing equation for vorticity, solved by the code provided in Ref. 3, was incomplete.
Terms involving the derivatives of viscosity arise in the vorticity transport equation when it is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. Gosman, et al., deleted those terms from the governing equation by assuming that they were negligible compared with all the other terms. However, the effects of these terms on the calculated flow fields have not been determined, and it is probable that they are not negligible.
Because accurate predictions of even the geometrically simple combustor flows, such as Fig. 1 , have not been made, a study was undertaken to develop a computer program that can make accurate and practical calculations. In addition, the code was to be based on the complete vorticity transport equation for turbulent flows. To test the accuracy of the code, four turbulent experiments were selected to compare with the theory-an incompressible, fully developed, turbulent pipe flow and three cases of ducted, two-stream jet mixing with recirculation: one constant density, one nonreacting hydrogen-air, and one reacting hydrogen-air. 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The method used'in the present study to compute field properties of recirculating flows is the method developed by Chien (Ref. 4) , which is based on solving a stream function and vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations for fully elliptic flows. Chein demonstrated the utility of solving the governing systems of equations by a finite difference method using coordinate stretching to provide numerical resolution where required and special "decay functions" to provide numericaUy stable solutions.
In this investigation, the Navier-Stokes equations were manipulated to form a vorticity transport equation valid for variable-viscosity, variable-density flows. Turbulent transport models and a chemical reaction model were selected. The problem was simplified somewhat by considering that the flows were to occur at constant static pressure, and in fact. the four experimental flows selected for comparison with the theory do occur at nearly constant static pressure.
DERIVATION OF THE VORTIClTY AND STREAM FUNCTION GOVERNING EQUATIONS
are"
The Navier-Stokes equations for two-dimensional steady flow, taken from Ref. 
In Eq. (4), viscosity is assumed to be a general function for Z and r. In order to apply Eq. (4) to turbulent flows, the only assumption required is that the viscosity (Aa) is an "effective" or "eddy" viscosity. 
where k# is a constant whose value is 0.0285. Equation (9) was developed for two-stream, coaxial jet mixing with recirculation when the duct to jet radius ratio is greater than ten. There is no physical justification for this model except that fully developed, turbulent, free jets can be shown to require a constant viscosity of magnitude (k/,tpujRj). Numerical experimentation by Schulz showed that, for the recirculating flows of this type, a linearly increasing effective viscosity was required for the best prediction.
Prandtl Mixing Length Viscosity Model
The mixing length model developed by Prandtl is well described by Schlichting (Ref. 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy-Dissipation Viscosity Model
This model for turbulent viscosity was developed by Spalding and his co-workers and is described by Launder and Spalding (Ref. 7) . It has been applied to several types of turbulent flows, including flows with recirculation (Ref. 8) but with only partial success. In this viscosity formulation, the turbulent viscosity is given as /~t = C~ P K2/e (12) where C/z is a constant with the value 0.09. To determine the spatial distribution of K and e in high turbulent Reynolds number flows, two coupled partial differential transport equations must be solved:
a (pur ~K) -r a (pvr ~ K) -~ (a~-~ r ~ tgK r~ "
OZ dr (14) where the parameters Or and Oe are turbulent Schmidt numbers for K and e, respectively, having the values OK = 1.0 and Oe = 1.3.
SK and Se are source terms for K and e given by {.,.r,',,,. '., )']+ ,0z) (2 0, az
where Cel and Ce2 are constants having the values of 1.45 and 2.0, respectively.
The constant effective viscosity model was used in the evaluation and checkout stage of the program development. The Prandtl mixing length model and the K-e model were used to calculate the turbulent pipe flow, while the algebraic viscosity model was used in the calculation of the jet mixing with recirculation flows.
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EQUA'I"ION OF STATE
For incompressible flows, the density was set to an appropriate constant value, but for the nonreactive and reactive calculations, the density at each point in the flow was calculated from the ideal-gas equation of state fl c;q"
For the nonreactive calculation, both pressure and temperature were constant, but the molecular weight (W) had to be calculated at each point in the flow. The molecular weight was computed from the distributions of the mass fractions of hydrogen and air. Once the local value of the mass fraction of air (C) was known, the molecular weight was determined from 
Thus, the local value of the molecular weight can be determined indirectly as a function of C, since
To determine the temperature field, the following assumptions were made:
1. The kinetic energy of the mean flow and the turbulence compared to the chemical energy of the hydrogen-air reaction.
2.
The specific heats of the chemical species are constant.
are small . The total enthalpy of the flow which includes both the sensible and chemical energy is everywhere constant. Also the walls of the duct are adiabatic.
By making these assumptions, the static temperature at each point in the flow field is given by
The reference temperature was assumed to be the static temperature of the inlet hydrogen and air streams which were equal. The reference enthalpy was selected such that the maximum temperature in the flame sheet was the stoichiometric temperature for the hydrogen-air reaction. The values of these parameters were specified as 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions for the dependent variables were different for the turbulent pipe flow and the jet-mixing flows. The boundary conditions are specified below for both classes of turbulent flow.
Turbulent Pipe Flow
Vorticity
Across the inlet of the pipe, the velocity was assumed uniform so that ~ = 0. Along the wall. or rather at the first mesh point off the wall, a slightly modified form of a formula used by Chien (Ref. 4) was adopted,
Along the axis of the pipe, fZ = 0, while across the exit of the pipe, the condition aS2fi)Z = 0 was imposed.
Stream Function
For uniform inlet flow, the stream function distribution is ~(r) = 1/2 put 2. Along the wall and axis of the pipe, the stream function is constant. At the outlet of the pipe, the condition a~/aZ = 0 was imposed.
Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Dissipation
Across the inlet of the pipe, K and e were set to a small constant . Along the wall, the formulas developed by Chien (Ref. 4) were applied, i.e., KjN = V'2:~/C# (32)
where V* is the local value of the friction velocity defined as rx/~w/p. In some calculations, V* was assigned, based on experimental data; whereas in other computations, V* was calculated using the iterative law-of-the-wall matching procedure of Chien (Ref. 4) . Across the pipe outlet, the condition BK/aZ = ae/aZ = 0 was imposed; while along the axis of the pipe, aK/ar = i)e/ar = 0.
Ducted Recirculating Flow
Vorticity
Across the jet inlet, from the axis to tile nozzle lip, the vorticity distribution was assigned by assuming that ~ = -Au/Ar. The necessary values for Au/Ar were obtained from a 15-point central difference analysis of the velocity profile shown in Fig. 2 . This profile was obtained from the smoothed experimental jet prof'de of Ref. 2. The velocity, vorticity, and stream function distributions were truncated at the radial location r = Rj -5* where 5* is the displacement thickness of the measured velocity profile. In principle, the truncated part of velocity and velocity profile should have a negligible effect on the downstream flow field, and therefore, it was assumed that it was unnecessary to accurately model this part of the jet exit flow field.
Across the remainder of the inlet plane from jet nozzle lip to the duct wall, along the wall, and along the centerline, the vorticity was set equal to zero. Across the duct outlet plane the condition a~/az = 0 was imposed.
Stream Function
Across the inlet of the duct, from the axis to the jet nozzle lip, the stream function distribution was obtained by assuming constant jet flow density and numerically integrating the velocity profile (Fig. 2) . The integration was carried out such that the relation,
pr Ar would reproduce the velocity profile from the stream function profile. The self-consistency of the velocity and stream-function profiles are indicated in Fig. 2 by the excellent agreement of the calculated velocity with the given profile.
The stream-function distribution over the remainder of the duct inlet from the jet nozzle lip to the wall was determined by assuming constant secondary stream density and velocity, so that ~,(r) = 1 Ps u.~ (r2 -R~) + '~JET t.IP : r ~ Rj (35) 2
Along the wall and along the axis of the duct, the stream-function is constant. Across the outlet of the duct, the condition a~/az = 0 was imposed.
Species Parameter
Across the inlet of the duct, from the axis to the jet nozzle lip, C = 1.0, and from the nozzle lip to the wall, C --0.0. Along the wall and along the axis, the condition ac/ar = 0 was imposed, while across the outlet plane the condition ac/az = 0 was imposed.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The numerical solution procedure used in the present study was developed and reported by Chien (Refs. 4, 9, and 10). The numerical solution procedure is written in terms of stretched coordinates. Chien used coordinate stretching to transform a physical domain enclosed by diverging diffuser wails into a rectangular computational domain and to provide numerical resolution in the boundary layer. However, in the present study, coordinate stretching is used to stretch the flow field near the central inlet in order to improve the numerical resolution of the solution. The coordinate stretching required in the present study was provided by simple transformation functions of the form 
The coordinate transformations (Eqs. (36) and (37)) were applied to the set of governing partial differential equations, and then each equation of the set was rearranged to the "standard form" proposed by Chien (Ref. 4) al~b a26 a2 6 026 _ btqb 06 b26 a.6 + d6 = 0 (38)
The coefficients (al$, a25, bl@ and b2¢) and the source term (d@) are listed in Appendix A tbr each of the parameters @ = ~2, $, C, K, and e.
In the "decay function formulation," functions are introduced into the finite • difference equations that correspond to the governing equations to make the f'mite difference equations exact. The decay functions are obtained from local exact solutions of the governing differential equations. If the governing equations are partial differential equations or if the coefficient al@, a2@, bl¢, or b2$ vary as functions of coordinate location, then the decay functions provided by Chien's theory are themselves approximate. Interestin#y, although all finite difference equations written in analogy to Eq. (38) are cast in central or space centered finite differences, the decay function formulation approaches the classical upwind one-sided difference formulation when the local cell Reynolds number becomes much greater than two. Equation (42) was used as' a successive substitution formula for ~l,J. An iterative field point subroutine was developed to obtain convergent solution for each variable (I2, 4, C, K, and e) in a point-by-point manner. The rate of convergence was controlled by an appropriate relaxation factor.
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COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
TURBULENT PIPE FLOW
The numerical algorithm was checked by using the constant effective viscosity model to predict fully developed laminar pipe flow. The predictions agreed exactly with the known analytic solution (Ref. 6 ). Then a series of calculations was made of a turbulent pipe flow investigated and reported by Laufer (Ref. 11) . Distributions of axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy across the flow in a smooth-walled pipe'were derived from Laufer's data for a Reynolds number of 500,000, which served as the basis for comparison with the theory.
The first calculation was made by using the experimental data to establish the boundary conditions for velocity and friction velocity. The boundary conditions were applied at the radial location T = 0.05 because the viscosity models are not valid in the laminar sublayer which lies next to the wall. The Prandtl mixing length viscosity model was applied to make this calculation. Comparison of theory and experiment is shown in Fig. 3 . The velocity field is excellently predicted but the turbulent kinetic energy distribution near the wall is lower than experiment. The next calculation was made by applying a law-of-the-wall matching procedure used by Chien 
to solve for V*. Then, the velocity at the boundary point is calculated from Eq. 45. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 4 . Again, the axial velocity distribution is well predicted, but the turbulent kinetic energy distribution falls below the experiment. Thus, the boundary value for K is too small, since with C/a = 0.09 K-e viscosity model were used to calculate the flow by applying the law-ol:the-waU matching procedure. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . Both models provided good predictions of the axial velocity distributions, although the Prandtl mixing length model does best, and both models predicted about the same turbulent kinetic energy distributions which are in good agreement with the experimental data. Also, both models predicted the wall friction velocity to within three percent.
The Reynolds number for all the calculations was 5.2 x 10 s based on the pipe diameter; the calculations with a 20 by 20 uniform mesh took less than five minutes using an IBM 370/165 ~omputer.
DUCTED, TWO-STREAM, COAXIAL JET MIXING WITH RECIRCULATION
Constant Density Jet Mixing
An experiment reported by Barchilon and Curtet (Ref. 12) was selected as a test case for this type flow. The data reported were taken in an experimental configuration similar to that shown in Fig. 1 . To make calculations of this flow, the algebraic viscosity model (Eq. (9)) was applied together with the boundary conditions described in Section 2.5.2. It should be noted that the experimental data were obtained in a water tunnel where the jet velocity was about 12.8 m/sec, and the duct-to-jet radius ratio was 13.33. In the calculations, the fluid is air, the jet velocity is 205.7 m/see, and the duct-to-jet radius ratio is 10. However, both flows have the same Craya-Curtet number and, therefore, should be similar according to theory (Ref. 13) . Figure 6 shows a comparison between experimental and theoretical distributions of axial velocity on the centedine of the duct. While the theoretical predictions appear to decay at the proper rate, the length of the potential core of the central jet is not well : predicted. Moreover, the predicted velocity slightly overshoots the inlet or boundary value for jet velocity. On the other hand, the distributions of axial velocity across the duct are in reasonably good agreement with the experiment, as shown in Fig. 7 .
As was stated in the Introduction, one objective of the present investigation was to determine whether the vorticity source terms that have been neglected in previous recirculating flow calculations (e.g., Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 8) are significant. For the constant density jet calculations, numerical experiments were performed by repeating the calculations, of the Barchilon and Curtet experiment but without the terms These calculations required about five minutes using a 20 by 50 mesh. The mesh was uniform in the radial direction and slightly stretched in the axial direction.
Variable-Density, Nonreactive Jet Mixing
An experiment reported by Schulz (Refs. 1 and 2) of ducted, coaxial, two-stream variable-density jet mixing was selected as a test case. The flow field corresponds to that shown in Fig. 1 . The variable-density flow was isothermal, and the density variations were due to the molecular weight difference between the central and annular streams. The mixing in this experiment occurred between a central air jet and a surrounding stream of hydrogen in which the air jet inlet velocity was about 206 m/see. The ratio of the duct radius to the jet radius was 10.
The algebraic viscosity model (Eq. (9)) was again used together with the same mesh and boundary conditions used to calculate the constant density case. The complete vorticity source term was included in tile vorticity transport equation. Equation (19) was solved for the mass fraction of air. Figure 8 shows a comparison of experimental and theoretical distributions of hydrogen mass fraction along the centerline and the wall of the duct and the distribution of axial velocity .along tile centerline of the duct. The predicted velocity distribution is in satisfactory agreement with the experiment. But, the predicted hydrogen mass fractions show greater diffusion and spreading than experiment. Also the predicted fully mixed mass fraction is eiglat percent higher than experiment. On the other hand, the predicted axial velocity distributions across the duct are in good agreement with the data (Fig. 9) . The hydrogen mass fraction distributions at the corresponding axial positions are compared with data in Fig. 10 , which also shows that the predicted hydrogen mass fraction field has greater spreading and diffusion than the experiment indicates. Thus. it would appear that, for the variable-density flow. a better turbulent viscosity model is required.
The effect of deleting the viscosity-dependent vorticity source terms (Eq. (47)) in tile variable-density calcttlation is also shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Figure 8 shows that by deleting the terms (Eq. (47)) significant velocity overshoot occurs in the near field. Thus, for this specific flow, these terms have a significant effect on the predicted flow field. On the other hand. comparison of the axial velocity distributions across the duct shows that the terms have a relatively unimportant effect on the shapes of the far field velocity profiles. Therefore, the complete vorticity source term should be incorporated in variable density calculations because of their effect on the near field.
Other numerical experimentation showed that the inlet plane distribution of viscosity can also affect the calculated flow field one mesh line downstream because it enters the calculation through the viscosity-dependent terms of Eq. (47). Thus, by including the full vorticity source term in the calculation procedure, all of the inlet plane boundary values must be consistently described, and this, in a sense, forces the solution proc.edure to be physically realistic. Calculation time for this case was approximately 20 rain on the IBM 370/165.
Variable-Density, Reacting Jet Mixing
A real combustor flow field is characterized by regions wherein large heat release rates from the burning gases cause both molecular weight and temperature gradients. So that, in turbulent reacting flow, the time-averaged density depends on the time-averaged temperature and the time-averaged molecular weight. The process can be represented either as
or as P = F ~/RG :r
In the present study, the latter definition has been adopted, as explained in Section 2.4.
The approach was applied to calculate the reacting, recirculating combustor flow reported by Chriss (Ref. 14) . The data obtained by Chriss were taken in the configuration shown in Fig. 1 . The mixing and chemical reaction was between a central air stream and a surrounding hydrogen stream having the same velocity and radius ratios as those of the previously discussed nonreactive ease.
Theoretical predictions were made without changing the mesh, the inlet or boundary conditions, or the viscosity model from those applied in the nonreactive flows. The equation for the species parameter (Eq. (21)) was added to the set of governing equations. The theoretical predictions are compared with experiment in Figs. 11, 12 , and 13. While the hydrogen at any point of the flow may be contained in either water vapor or atomic or molecular hydrogen, the experimental data do not enable the distribution of the hydrogen among the molecular species to be determined. Thus, the hydrogen mass fractions indicated in the figures is the total or atomic mass fraction. Also, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , there are two velocity curves marked "experimental." One velocity curve represents velocity measured by laser velocimetry. The other "experimental" velocity curves were calculated from the measured pitot and static pressures and the hydrogen atom mass fraction by assuming that chemical equilibrium existed at each point in the flow field.
The predicted velocity distribution along the centerline of the duct shows a very large overshoot, which, however, falls between the two "experimental" curves. This makes it difficult to determine whether the chemistry or the turbulent viscosity model is in error. Another, more significant problem is that the theoretically predicted axial distributions of hydrogen mass fraction exceeds the experiment in the far field by 7.5 percent. Thus, the numerical solutions are not preserving the specie.~ mass, probably because of the large overshoot of the velocity field. In order to resolve the problem, numerical experimentation would be required beyond the scope of the present study. The axial velocity profiles across the flow at three axial stations are compared with experiment in Fig. 12 . They are not as well predicted as the nonreactive case showing greater spreading than the experimental ~iata. The hydrogen mass fraction profiles across the duct are compared with experiment in Fig. 13 . The shapes of the calculated hydrogen atom fraction profiles are fairly well predicted, although the magnitudes are significantly different. Thus, the reacting, recirculating flow has not been satisfactorily predicted. Although the chemistry model used in the present study is undeniably crude, the computational experience gained in this study implies that the principal effort in the future should be to develop a turbulence transport model that will accurately predict the near field of the jet mixing process in this class of recirculating flows. The calculation time for this flow field was about 40 min.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The calculation procedure for recirculating combustor flows, based on solving a .system of equations for vorticity, stream function, and species parameter by using the decay-function, finite-difference scheme of Chien. has been evaluated by comparisons with four sets of experimental data -turbulent pipe flow, and three recirculating flows. The turbulent pipe flow (Laufer) and the case of constant density recirculating flow (Barchilon and Curtet) were predicted with acceptable accuracy. The axial velocity field of the nonreacting, variable-density recirculating flow (Schtdz) was acceptably well predicted, but the predicted species mass fraction field showed too great of a rate of diffusion and spreading. In this calculation, the species were conserved to within eight percent of the experimental results in the far field. Neither the axial velocity field nor the species field of the reacting, variable-density combustor flow (Chriss) were well predicted. The theoretical calculations showed a large velocity overshoot, but it could not be determined whether the viscosity model or the chemistry model caused this effect. The far field species concentration was 75 percent greater than experiment, indicating that, for this case, the solution did not conserve species.
It was shown that, for variable-density recirculating flows, the vorticity source term should be complete because the terms that have been considered negligible in other studies have a significant effect oll the quality of the solution in the near field. Also, it was found that because of tile retained source terms, the inlet boundary values of velocity, density, and viscosity must be consistent because they affect the humerical solution downstream by interaction with the source terms in the vorticity equations.
The primary research goal in the future studies should be to develop turbulent viscosity models that are applicable to the strong, developing shear layers that exist in the recirculating flows of the type studied herein. Until an adequate viscosity model is obtained, it is probably not worthwhile considering more complex chemistry models for these flows. 
